The Fifth Season
The Obelisk Gate
The Stone Sky
(Broken Earth Series)
N.K. Jemisin / Fan Jemisin

The Queen of the Tearling
Erika Johansen / Fan Johansen

This Pen for Hire: a Jane Austen Mystery
Laura Levine / Mys Levine

Sleeping Giants
Sylvain Neuvel / SF Neuvel

Everything I Never Told You
Celeste Ng / AF Ng

The Alice Network
Kate Quinn / AF Quinn

Still Life
Louise Penny / Mys Penny

The Chilbury Ladies’ Choir
Jennifer Ryan / AF Ryan

The Reader
Bernard Schlink / AF Schlink

The Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane
Lisa See / AF See

The Farm
Tom Rob Smith / Mystery Smith

Before We Were Yours
Lisa Wingate / AF Wingate

Underground Airlines
Ben Winters / Mys Winters

Graphic Novels
Breaking Cat News: cats reporting on the news that matters to cats
Georgia Dunn / Graphic Dunn

Saga
Brian K. Vaughan / Graphic Vaughan

Nonfiction
Dear Fahrenheit 451: love and heartbreak in the stacks
Annie Spence / 028.9 Spe

White Trash: the 400-year untold history of class in America
Nancy Isenberg / 305.5 Is

Between the World and Me
Ta-Nehisi Coates / 305.800973 Coa

Nomadland: surviving America in the twenty-first century
Jessica Bruder / 331.398 Bru

Evicted: poverty and profit in the American city
Matthew Desmond / 339.46 Des

True Crime Addict: how I lost myself in the mysterious disappearance of Maura Murray
James Renner / 363.2336092 Ren

The Anatomy of Motive: the FBI’s legendary mindhunter explores the key to understanding and catching violent criminals
John E. Douglas / 364.15 Dou

Admissions: life as a brain surgeon
Henry Marsh / 617.092 Mar
You Can't Touch my Hair: and other things I still have to explain
Phoebe Robinson / 792.7028 Rob

The Cooperstown Casebook: who's in the baseball hall of fame, who should be in and who should pack their plaques
Jay Jaffe / 796.357 Jaffe

Homo Deus
Yuval N. Harari / 909.83 Har

Grant
Ron Chernow / 920 Grant

The Stranger in the Woods: the extraordinary story of the last true hermit
Michael Finkel / 920 Finkel

Born a Crime: stories from a South African childhood
Trevor Noah / 920 Noa

Prairie Fires: the American dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder
Caroline Fraser / 920 Wil

Marcel's Letters: a font and the search for one man's fate
Carolyn Porter / 940.547243 Por

Killers of the Flower Moon: the Osage murders and the birth of the FBI
David Grann / 976.6052 Gra

No Room for Small Dreams: courage, imagination, and the making of modern Israel
Shimon Peres / 956.9405092 Per

Thanks, Obama: my hopey changey White House years
David Litt / 973.932 Lit

Teen Books
Midnight at the Electric
Jodi Lynn Anderson / Teen Fic Anderson

Landscape with Invisible Hand
M.T. Anderson / Teen Fic And

City of Saints and Thieves
Natalie C. Anderson / Teen Fic Anderson

A Great and Terrible Beauty
Libba Bray / Teen Fic Bray

Caraval
Stephanie Garber / Teen Fic Garber

Turtles all the Way Down
John Green / Teen Fic Green

The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue
Mackenzi Lee / Teen Fic Lee

Ghetto Cowboy
Greg Neri / Teen Fic Neri

Akata Witch
Nnedi Okorafor / Teen Fic Okor

La Belle Sauvage
Philip Pullman / Teen Fic Pullman

Long Way Down
Jason Reynolds / Teen Fic Rey

An Enchantment of Ravens
Margaret Rogerson / Teen Fic Rogerson

Carry On
Rainbow Rowell / Teen Fic Rowell

The Hate U Give
Angie Thomas / Teen Fic Thom

A Certain Slant of Light
Laura Whitcomb / Teen Fic Whit

American Street
Ibi Aanu Zoboi / Teen Fic Zoboi

Children's Books
Forever, or a Long, Long Time
Caela Carter / JF Carter

Tower of Treasure /
Scott Chantler / jcomic Chantler

The Wizard's Dog
Eric Kahn Gale / JF Gale

Olga and the Smelly Thing from Nowhere
Elise Gravel / JF Gravel

The Nameless City
Faith Erin Hicks / jcomic Hicks

Main Library
300 S. River Ave.
Holland, MI 49423
616.355.3100

North Side Branch
155 Riley St.
Holland, MI 49424
616.738.4360

www.herrickdl.org